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•  Data & further information: sizonet.org; seaice.alaska.edu/gi/data 

•  Chapter on Sea Ice Hazards in Ellis et al. (2015) Coastal and Marine 
Hazards, Risks, and Disasters, Elsevier, pp. 381-401 



Summer ice extent & its reduction 

•  Increased fetch & 
solar heating of 
surface ocean 

•  Greater wave heights 
& coastal heat 
transfer 

•  Impacts on coastal 
dynamics & retreat 

•  Reductions in 
multiyear ice 
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NSIDC.org 



Ice circulation from satellites & drifters 
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• Increases in velocity throughout region 
• High velocities north of Alaska &  
   in Fram Strait 

Kwok et al., JGR, 2013 

Oct-May Jun-Sep 



Beaufort/Chukchi ice deformation zone 

•  Obtained from SAR-
derived strain fields 
(RGPS data; Herman 
& Glowacki, TC, 2012) 

•  Highly deformed sea 
ice as a key ice 
hazard – oil & gas 
exploration leases 
downstream 

•  Ice-coast interaction; 
tidal and current 
forcing 

Top 5%-ile of deformed ice (3 d interval), Nov- Apr, 1996-2008 



Hanna Shoal 
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•  Grounding of 
pressure ridges 
on shoal (<25 m 
water depth) 

•  Formation of 
grounded 
floebergs (few 
kms in size) 

•  Significant local 
hazard; continues 
to form every 
year – though 
later in season 

Airborne EM surveys 
(collaboration with AWI 
– S. Hendricks et al.) 

Mahoney, Hendricks & Eicken: Report on ice thickness measurements, Chukchi & Beaufort Seas, spring 2011 
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Figure 7: Photographs of the sea ice in the region of Hanna Shoal taken on March 30, 2011. 
The floe in the center of photo 1 (outlined in black) corresponds to the regions outlined in 
white in Figure 6. The red and blue lines in photo 1 are the approximate locations of the 
two EM transects relative to the floe. The green ellipse in photo 1 indicates the location of 
the elliptical  feature shown in more detail in photos 2 & 3. Photos 4-6 show details of one 
of possibly several grounded ridges that are likely pinning this floe. 
 

 
Figure 8: Ice thickness measured along two transects over Hanna Shoal. The horizontal 
gridlines are spaced 500m apart. The approximate locations of these two transects relative 
to the grounded floe on Hanna Shoal are shown on photograph 1 in Figure 7.  
 



Capturing statistics relevant  
for hazard assessments 
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•  Long-term 
observations 
of ice mass 
budget need 
to be 
adapted to 
capture data 
relevant for 
hazard 
assessments  

• Probability of exceedance over 
lifetime of infrastructure (e.g., 
ISO19906: 10–4) 
• Sampling design needs to 
capture spatial & temporal 
aspects of hazards 

FY & MY 
level-ice 
thickness 
modes 
 



Tracking the state of the seasonal ice zone 
and the MY/FY transition regions 

Cape 
Baranov 

Kongsfjorden 



The Barrow sea-ice observatory 

•  Remote sensing (km-
scale) 

•  Coastal radar (sub-km 
scale) 

•  Thickness and 
topography (sub-km 
scale) 

•  Hydrography (sub-km 
scale - moorings) 

•  Ice mass-balance site 
(10s m-scale) 

•  Local ice observations 
(J. Leavitt, B. Adams 
and others) 

•  www.sizonet.org 
•  seaice.alaska.edu/gi M. Druckenmiller et al., CRST, 2009 

MBS 

Ice radar 



Key collaborating Iñupiaq & Yupik  
sea-ice experts 

•  Winton Weyapuk Jr. (Wales) 

•  Joe Leavitt, Billy Adams 
(Barrow) 

•  Simeon John (Toksook Bay) 

•  Paul & Leonard Apangalook 
Sr. (Gambell) 
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Arctic Sea Ice Monitoring and research through Indigenous 
and Community-Based Observations 

Mette Kaufman1, Hajo Eicken2, Peter Pulsifer3, Irene Holak4, Betsy Sheffield3

1Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks AK, 2International Arctic Research Center, University of Alaska Fairbanks AK, 
3National Snow and Ice Data Center, Boulder CO, 4Antioch University New England, Keene NH

Indigenous Sea Ice Observations Accessible 
Through an Online Database   

Figure 1. Online sea ice observations database. Screen shot of the search results page

Inupiaq and Yupik sea ice experts and hunters have been  collaborating with academic researchers since 2006 providing 
observations of local sea ice and weather conditions, subsistence activities and emerging hazards related to changes they 
are seeing in their environment. These observations are made available to the participating communities, researchers, 
other stakeholders and to the public through an online database created through a partnership between the Exchange for 
Local Observations and Knowledge of the Arctic (ELOKA) and the University of Alaska Fairbanks Sea Ice Zone Observing 
Network (SIZONet) project. Data are archived at the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC).

The database features multiple levels of access, from limited access for public users to secure, password protected full 
access for communities and other registered users. Public users must agree to terms of use before accessing the data. The 
data are searchable through the web interface and users can quickly identify records containing information of interest. 
Main observational categories include sea ice and weather conditions, yearly ice cycle changes, sea ice use for hunting and 
traveling, game and wildlife sightings and ice-associated hazards.

We gratefully acknowledge the efforts of many local ice observers,  the  hard  work  and  vision  of  the  Barrow  school  teachers  and  administrators,  the  support  of  the  Barrow  Mayor’s  office for sea ice field trip 
funding, as well as support by the National Science Foundation (Award# 0856867) . Visit online: sizonet.org & www.seaice.alaska.edu/gi & eloka-arctic.org/projects/sizonet.html. 

Figure 2. The SIZONet vocabulary service (a) provides a service interface to the many terms that are 
used tocharacterize the observations. A service request (b) is made using a URL and the familiar http 
web protocol. Based on this request, the vocabulary provides a response (c) such as a listing of ice 
feature terms. The response is provided in JavaScript Object Notation, a popular format with web 
developers. A human user (d) would typically access the application with the web interface.

Annual sea ice cycle in Gambell, Wales and Barrow, Alaska

Figure 3. Seasonal cycle of sea ice and related activities. Derived from local sea-ice observations at Gambell, Wales, 
and Barrow for the ice season 2006/07.

New Database Functionality: A Web Service Interface

Collaboration with the North Star Borough School District

Communities across the Arctic are interested in knowing about the environmental changes other 
regions are reporting. Here, the timing of freeze-up, break-up and various activities are 
compared between communities from south to north. This is one example of how change can be 
tracked over time to show trends such as shorter ice travel seasons or shifts in specific 
subsistence activities.

During interviews residents of Barrow, AK stated that they were impressed with the content and 
of the observations and the accessibility of the database but they repeatedly pointed out that 
the geographic coverage was limited along the northern coast of Alaska. They said recruiting 
additional communities to take part in the observations program would improve the utility of the 
database to meet their information needs. In an attempt to broaden community participation, 
teachers in Barrow are talking with teachers in other North Slope Borough communities to gage 
interest in participating in the observations program.

To enhance the usefulness of the SIZONet database a web service interface has been recently added to the 
application (Figure x). In formal terms, a web service can be defined as a software system designed to 
support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. In practical terms, the web service 
allows a user (individual or another computer) to access data in the SIZONet database using a command in 
the format of a web address. This request includes a server component and an element that defines the 
vocabulary information that the user needs. For example, this request provides a general response 
that includes all terms related to ice: 

https://eloka-arctic.org/sizonet/ice

The response includes sets of terms encoded in a popular web programming format (JSON):

{"Ice":
[
{"IceFeature":["Multiyear ice as part of shorefast ice","High water/Overflow","Crack","Pond(s) of open 
water",...,"Ice extension"]},
{"IceEvent":["Appearance of multiyear ice","Ice ridging event","Ice rafting event",...,"Ice extension broke 
off"]}
,{"IceDirection":["N","NNE","NE","ENE",..."NNW"]},

The vocabulary service allows software developers who have log in access to the database to access the 
vocabularies contained in the database. The first use of this service has been to enable the Arctic Data 
Explorer (http://nsidc.org/acadis/search/) to provide enhanced search capabilities. The metadata for the 
SIZONet application contained within the Arctic Data Explorer will be dynamically updated using the 
vocabulary service. This will ensure that users will be provided with the most complete and up-to-date 
characterization of the data possible. To access the SIZONet observation data requires that a user 
access the main web interface, however the vocabulary service combined with a search engine like 
the Arctic Data Explorer significantly improves a users ability to evaluate the database.

In 2014 middle and high school teachers in Barrow, AK collaborated with the SIZONet project to develop sea 
ice-based science curricula. Three units were developed and taught during the school year in seven science 
classes in Eben Hobson Middle School and a Student Sea Ice Observations Database (SIOD) was undertaken 
as a pilot project in Barrow High School. 

The 8th grade sea ice curricula culminated in a field trip to the sea ice on the Barrow coast to observe, 
sample and learn about the ice environment from local Indigenous experts and researchers from the Barrow 
community, the University of Alaska Fairbanks and Antioch University New England.   

Students learned about breaking trail, safely navigating sea ice for travel and hunting and building shelters 
with ice blocks. They used field instruments to measure and record wind speed and temperature and they 
listened to whales and bearded seals calling under the ice through a hydrophone. In addition, they drilled ice 
cores and processed them to investigate further the animals that call the ice home and generally became 
more comfortable spending time on the ice  in  their  ‘backyard’.

In the days following the field trip students used microscopes to view the organisms that make up the ice-
based food web and entered all of their data into the SCIOD database. Early student and teacher 
feedback shows that this kind of place-based learning greatly improves student engagement. 
This  year’s    7th grade class is already excited and anticipating their participation next year.
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A database for  
community-based ice observations 

Access database at: https://eloka-arctic.org/sizonet 



Frameworks for risk assessment 

•  Hazard of landfast ice break-out/away events 

•  Environment, people & procedures: How to guide 
operations through integration of observing systems, 
models, local & indigenous knowledge, and engineering  

M
. D

ruckenm
iller et al., in prep. 



Shorefast ice 
break-out at 
Barrow, April 
2014 
 



Conclusions 
•  Tracking ice deformation 

and deformed ice 
increasingly relevant: 
Remote sensing 
approaches, drifting 
sensors  

•  Community-based 
observations: Validation 
of forecasts; hazard 
assessments; response 


